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Let R be a continuous real function on the unit sphere Sn of (n+1)-dimensional
Euclidean space Rn+1. We prove that the map
h: Sn  R, p [ |
Sn
|( p, q) | R(q) d_(q),
where ( } , } ) is the standard inner product and _ the spherical Lebesgue measure,
is of class C2. It follows that the boundaries of zonoids (resp. generalized zonoids),
whose generating measure have a continuous density with respect to _, can be con-
sidered as hedgehogs (envelopes parametrized by their Gauss map) with a C2 sup-
port function. We deduce a local property for such zonoids. We give a formula for
the curvature function of the hedgehog defined by h and we deduce a necessary and
sufficient condition for h being the support function of a convex body of class C 2+ .
We define projection hedgehogs (resp. mixed projection hedgehogs) and interpret
their support functions in terms of n-dimensional volume (resp. mixed volume).
Finally, we consider the extension of the classical Minkowski problem to
hedgehogs.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
A zonoid is a (necessarily centrally symmetric) convex body in Euclidean
space that can be approximated, in the sense of the Hausdorff metric, by
finite vector sums of line segments. Zonoids play an important role in
various areas such as the theory of vector measures, Banach space theory
or stochastic geometry. After recalling some basic facts concerning zonoids,
we present a study of zonoids and their generalizations based on hedgehogs
(envelopes parametrized by their Gauss map). The reader is expected to be
familiar with the common notions from the theory of convex bodies. For
further results on zonoids and related topics, we refer the reader to the
survey of Schneider and Weil [10].
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Given a convex body K in the (n+1)-dimensional Euclidean space
Rn+1, define its support function hK by
hK ( p)=max
q # K
( p, q) for p # Rn+1,
where ( } , } ) denotes the standard inner product. It is well-known (see [9,
p. 183]) that a centred convex body K/Rn+1 is a zonoid if and only if its
support function hK can be represented in the form
hK ( p)=|
Sn
|( p, q) | d+(q), (1)
where + is a nonnegative even Borel measure on the unit sphere Sn of
Rn+1. Here + is called even if it is invariant under reflection in the origin.
Projection bodies are an important class of zonoids. Given a convex
body K in Rn+1, the projection body of K is the centred zonoid 6K with
support function
h6K ( p)= 12 |
Sn
|( p, q) | dS(K, q)=|
Sn
|( p, q) | d\(q),
where S(K, } ) is the surface area measure of K and \ is the Borel measure
defined by \(0)= 14 (S(K, 0)+S(K, &0)) for any Borel set 0/S
n. For
any p # Sn, h6K ( p) is the brightness of K in the direction of p, that is the
n-dimensional volume of the orthogonal projection of K onto the linear
subspace orthogonal to p [9, p. 296]; this explains the expression ‘‘projec-
tion body.’’ From the general case of Minkowski’s existence theorem [9,
p. 392], any (n+1)-dimensional centred zonoid is a projection body. In
this paper, we extend the notion of projection body (and its interpretation
in terms of brightness) to hedgehogs and we consider the Minkowski problem
for hedgehogs.
Generalized zonoids are simply defined by extending the integral
representation (1) to signed measures: a centred convex body K of Rn+1 is
a generalized zonoid if its support function hK can be represented in the
form (1) with + a signed even Borel measure on Sn. Such a representation
is unique [9, p. 184] and + is called the generating measure of K.
The present paper is mostly interested in generalized zonoids whose
generating measures have a continuous density with respect to spherical
Lebesgue measure. For any even real function h of class Ck on Sn, where
kn+3 is even, there exists an even continuous function R on Sn such
that
h( p)=|
Sn
|( p, q) | R(q) d_(q), (2)
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where _ is the spherical Lebesgue measure [9, Theorem 3.5.3]. Conse-
quently, any centred convex body with sufficiently smooth support function
is a generalized zonoid of this type. Note that Schneider [8] has obtained
explicit examples of smooth centred convex bodies that are not zonoids.
Given any even continuous real function R on Sn, Lindquist [4, Theorem
1] has proved that (2) defines a support function of a convex body if and
only if
|
S
(q, x) 2 R(q) d_S (q)0, (3)
for all (n&1)-dimensional great sphere S/Sn with spherical Lebesgue
measure _S and for all x # S. Our first theorem states that (2) defines a sup-
port function of a hedgehog (i.e. an envelope parametrized by its Gauss
map) for any continuous real function R on Sn. As a corollary, we deduce
a criterion for h being the support function of a convex body of class C 2+
(i.e. whose boundary is a convex hypersurface of class C2 with positive
Gauss curvature). We also deduce a new proof and the geometrical
significance of Lindquist’s criterion. Our second result gives a local
property of zonoids whose generating measures have a continuous density
with respect to spherical Lebesgue measure. Recall that Weil [11] has
shown that a strictly local characterization of zonoids cannot exist.
Hedgehogs are a natural generalization of convex bodies of class C 2+ .
For every real function h of class C2 on Sn, the hedgehog with support
function h is defined as the envelope Hn /Rn+1 of the family of hyper-
planes defined by (x, p) =h( p). This hedgehog is naturally parametrized
by xh : Sn  Hn/Rn+1, p [ xh ( p), where xh ( p)=h( p) p+( grad h)( p) is
the unique solution of the system
(x, p) =h( p)
(x, } ) =dh(.).
Of course, a hedgehog is not necessarily a convex hypersurface. However,
any smooth part of Hh admits a natural transverse orientation for which p
is the unit normal vector at xh ( p). For computations, it is often convenient
to extend h to Rn+1&[0] as a positively 1-homogeneous function (i.e.
such that h(tp)=th( p) for all t>0). Then the second differential of h at
p # Sn, considered as a bilinear form on Rn+1, satisfies
d 2hp ( p, p)=0 and d 2hp (x, x)=(x, Tpxh (x)) for all x # TpSn,
so that its eigenvalues are 0 and the principal radii of curvature of Hh at
p (cf. [9, p. 108]). Hedgehogs and their generalizations were studied by
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R. Langevin, G. Levitt, and H. Rosenberg [3]. For more information on
hedgehogs, we refer the reader to [6, 7].
The following observation relates zonoids to hedgehogs:
For any continuous real function R on Sn, relation (2) defines a support
function of a hedgehog Hh .
This assertion is an immediate consequence of our first theorem:
Theorem 1. Let R be a continuous real function on Sn. Then, the
positively 1-homogeneous function
h : Rn&1  R, p [ |
Sn
|( p, q) | R(q) d_(q),
is of class C2 on Rn+1&[0].
Its second differential at p, considered as a bilinear form on Rn+1, is given
by
d 2hp (x, y)=
2
&p& |Sp (q, x)(q, y) R(q) d_p (q),
where Sp is the unit sphere of the n-dimensional subspace of Rn+1 that is
orthogonal to pand _p is the spherical Lebesgue measure on Sp .
Theorem 1 has various geometric applications related to zonoids. We
begin by the above-mentioned criterion of Lindsquist. As is well-known, a
necessary and sufficient condition that a positively 1-homogeneous function
h : Rn+1  R of class C2 on Rn+1&[0] should be the support function of
a convex body is that
d 2hp (x, x)0 for all p # Sn and all x # Sp .
Therefore, Theorem 1 provides a new proof of Lindsquist’s criterion.
Moreover, for such a function h, d 2hp (x, x) has a geometric significance in
the linear plane 6 spanned by p # Sn and x # Sp . Indeed, a computation
shows that d 2hp (x, x) is the (principal) radius of curvature at p of the
hedgehog of 6 whose support function is the restriction of h to Sn & 6 (cf.
[9], p. 109). For h convex, this radius of curvature Rh ( p, x) is called the
tangential radius of curvature of Hh at xh ( p) in the direction x. Extending
this definition to hedgehogs, we can state the geometric significance of
Lindsquist’s criterion:
Lindsquist ’s condition asserts that all tangential radii of curvature are
nonnegative.
Theorem 1 also provides information on the boundary structure of
zonoids (resp. generalized zonoids). By Theorem 1, the boundary of
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a generalized zonoid whose generating measure has a continuous density with
respect to spherical Lebesgue measure is a hedgehog. In particular, its prin-
cipal radii of curvature are everywhere defined as functions of the outer
unit normal vector.
We know that a characterization of zonoids by a strictly local criterion
is not possible [11]. However, using Theorem 1 we prove the following
local property:
Theorem 2. Let K be a zonoid whose generating measure has a continuous
density with respect to spherical Lebesgue measure. If one of its principal radii of
curvature is zero at p, then all its principal radii of curvature are zero at p.
Thus, Theorem 2 yields a class of centred convex bodies with smooth sup-
port function that are not zonoids. For example, the centred convex body K
of R3 with support function given by
hK (q)=2&( p, q) 2 for q # S2,
where p # S2 is fixed, is not a zonoid. Indeed, on the great circle Sp , one
of its principal radii of curvature is zero whereas the other is nonzero.
Theorem 1 also allows us to extend the notion of projection body to
hedgehogs. First consider a convex body K whose boundary is a hedgehog
Hf of Rn+1 with everywhere positive radii of curvature. Its surface area
measure S(K, } ) has the product Rf of the principal radii of curvature (that
is, the reciprocal Gauss curvature) as a density with respect to spherical
Lebesgue measure _ (see [9, p. 419]), so that the support function of the
projection body 6K is given by
h6K ( p)= 12 |
Sn
|( p, q) | Rf (q) d_(q),
As the reciprocal Gauss curvature Rf is a continuous function, it follows
from Theorem 1 that the boundary of 6K is a hedgehog. Now, for any
hedgehog, the product of the principal radii of curvature is a continuous
function. Consequently, Theorem 1 permits us to state:
Proposition 1 and definition. Let Hf be a hedgehog of Rn+1 and let
Rf be the product of its principal radii of curvature. Then, the function
hf : Sn  R, p [ 12 |
Sn
|( p, q) | Rf (q) d_(q),
is the support function of a hedgehog 6f .
We call 6f the projection hedgehog of Hf .
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As for a convex body of class C 2+ , we call Rf the curvature function of
Hf . Naturally, we call the signed Borel measure defined by
s( f, 0)=|
0
Rf ( p) d_( p) for any Borel set 0/Sn,
the (algebraic) area measure of Hf , and hence the real number
s( f )=|
Sn
Rf ( p) d_( p),
the (algebraic) area of Hf . Note that s( f ) may be interpreted as the dif-
ference s+ ( f )&s& ( f ), where s+ ( f ) (resp. s& ( f )) denotes the total area of
the smooth regions of Hf on which the Gauss curvature is positive (resp.
negative).
In order to interpret geometrically the notion of projection hedgehog, we
have to recall what the volume of a hedgehog is. Langevin, Levitt and
Rosenberg have defined the (algebraic (n+1)-dimensional) volume of a
hedgehog Hh of Rn+1 by
vn+1 (h)=
1
n+1 |Sn h( p) Rh ( p) d_( p),
where Rh is the curvature function of Hh [3]. This volume can be viewed
as the integral over Rn+1&Hh of the index ih ( p) defined as the algebraic
intersection number of an oriented half-line with the hypersurface Hh
equipped with its transverse orientation (number independent of the
oriented half-line for an open dense set of directions).
Our following proposition asserts that the signed distance from the
origin to the oriented support hyperplane of 6f with unit normal vector p
is equal to the n-dimensional volume of the hedgehog whose support func-
tion is the restriction of f to Sp=Sn & p=, where p= is the n-dimensional
subspace of Rn+1 that is orthogonal to p:
Proposition 2. Let Hf be a hedgehog of Rn+1. Then, the support func-
tion hf of its projection hedgehog 6f is such that
hf ( p)=vn ( fp) for all p # Sn,
where Hfp is the hedgehog of p
= whose support function fp is the restriction
of f to Sp=Sn & p=.
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Using Theorem 1, we can also extend the notion of mixed projection
body introduced by E. Lutwak [5] to hedgehogs. First observe that the
mixed curvature function (resp. the mixed area) has a natural extension to
hedgehogs:
Proposition 3 and definition. Let V be the linear space of hedgehogs
defined up to a translation in Rn+1 and identified with their support function.
Then, the symmetric map
R: V n [ C(Sn; R),
( f1 , ..., fn) [ R( f1, ..., fn)=
1
n!
:
n
k=1
(&1)n+k :
i1< } } } <ik
R( fi1+ } } } +fik) ,
is such that
R(*1h1+ } } } +*mhm)= :
m
i1, ..., in=1
*i1 } } } *in R(hi1 , ..., hin) ,
for all h1 , ..., hm # V and all *1 , ..., *m # R.
We call R the mixed curvature function and we define the mixed
(algebraic) area as the n-linear form given by
s( f1 , ..., fn)=|
Sn
R( f1, ..., fn) ( p) d_( p),
where _ is the spherical Lebesgue measure.
As the mixed curvature function of n hedgehogs is a continuous function
on Sn, we can state the following generalization of Proposition 1:
Proposition 4 and definition. Let Hf1 , ..., Hfn be n hedgehogs of R
n+1.
Then, the function
h( f1, ..., fn) : S
n  R, p [ 12 |
Sn
|( p, q) | R( f1, ..., fn) (q) d_(q),
is the support function of a hedgehog 6( f1, ..., fn) .
We call 6( f1, ..., fn) the mixed projection hedgehog of Hf1 , ..., Hfn .
As for convex bodies of class C 2+ (cf. [9, p. 289]), we define the mixed
(algebraic (n+1)-dimensional) volume of n+1 hedgehogs Hh1 , ..., Hhn+1 of
Rn+1 by
vn+1 (h1 , ..., hn+1)=
1
n+1 |Sn h1 ( p) R(h2, ..., hn+1) ( p) d_( p),
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so that vn+1 defines a (n+1)-linear form on the space of hedgehogs of
Rn+1. For a study of this extension of the mixed volume to hedgehogs,
see [6].
Naturally, we have the following generalization of Proposition 2:
Proposition 5. Let Hf1 , ..., Hfn be n hedgehogs of R
n+1. Then, the
support function h( f1, ..., fn) of their mixed projection hedgehog is such that
h( f1, ..., fn) ( p)=vn ( f
p
1 , ..., f
p
n ) for all p # S
n,
where f pi is the restriction of fi to Sp=S
n & p= for i # [1, ..., n].
By integration, it follows that
s( f1 , ..., fn)=
1
}n |Sn vn ( f
p
1 , ..., f
p
n ) d_( p),
where }n is the Lebesgue measure of the unit ball in Rn. As a particular
case, we have the extension of Kubota’s formula to hedgehogs:
vmn+1( f )=
1
(n+1) }n |Sn v
m
n ( fp) d_( p),
where
vmn+1( f )=vn+1 ( f, ..., f
m
, 1, ..., 1
n&m+1
) and
vmn ( fp)=vn ( fp , ..., fp
m
, 1, ..., 1
n&m
).
The following proposition ensures that every centred hedgehog with suf-
ficiently smooth support function is a mixed projection hedgehog.
Proposition 6. Let Hh be a hedgehog whose support function can be
represented in the form
(2) h( p)=|
Sn
|( p, q) | R(q) d_(q),
where R is an even continuous function on Sn (that is the case if h is an even
function of class Ck on Sn, where kn+3 is even). Then, there exists a
hedgehog Hf for which Hh is the mixed projection hedgehog 6 (1, ..., 1, f ) .
By Proposition 6, any generalized zonoid whose generating measure has a
continuous density with respect to spherical Lebesgue measure (and thus, any
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centred convex body with sufficiently smooth support function) can be
viewed as a mixed projection hedgehog.
As representation (2) is unique (see [9, p. 184]), the problem of whether
Hh is the projection hedgehog of a hedgehog whose curvature function is
even boils down to the Minkowski problem for hedgehogs, that is:
What necessary and sufficient conditions a continuous real function R on
Sn must satisfy to be the curvature function of a hedgehog Hf ?
In differential geometry, the classical Minkowski problem is that of the
existence (and uniqueness up to translations) of a closed convex hypersur-
face with Gauss curvature prescribed as a function of the outer unit normal
vector. It is well-known (see the survey by Gluck [2]) that a positive
continuous function K on Sn which satisfies the condition
(c) |
Sn
p
K( p)
d_( p)=0
is the Gauss curvature (in sense of Gauss’ definition) of a unique (not
necessarily C 2-smooth) closed convex hypersurface H. Condition (c) is
necessary by the fact that the vector area of a closed hypersurface H is
equal to zero:
|
H
&(x) dS(x)=0,
where & is the Gauss map and S the surface area measure on H.
In the present case, the condition
|
Sn
pR( p) d_( p)=0
is still necessary (for example from the translation invariance of the
volume) but not sufficient to ensure the existence of a hedgehog whose
curvature function is R. For example, a negative continuous function on S2
that satisfies this integral condition cannot be the curvature function of a
hedgehog (since there is no compact surface with negative Gauss curvature
in R3). In fact, this integral condition is not sufficient even if R is a smooth
function which changes sign cleanly on S2:
Proposition 7. There exists a smooth real function R on S2 that is not
the curvature function of a hedgehog although it satisfies the following two
conditions:
(i) R is even and thus such that S2 pR( p) d_( p)=0;
(ii) R changes sign cleanly on S2.
Here ‘‘cleanly’’ means that dR( p){0 if R( p)=0.
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It follows that a hedgehog Hh whose support function can be represented
in the form (2) is not necessarily the projection hedgehog of a centred
hedgehog.
2. FURTHER REMARKS AND PROOF OF RESULTS
We begin by the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Let h be as in Theorem 1. Then, h is a function of class C1 on
Rn+1&[0] and we have
(grad h)(x)=|
Sn
sgn(( p, x) ) pR( p) d_( p),
for all x # Rn+1&[0], where sgn is the signum function.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the directional derivatives
h$(x; y)=lim
t a 0
h(x+ty)&h(x)
t
exist and are given by
h$(x; y)=|Sn sgn(( p, x) ) pR( p) d_( p), y ,
for x # Rn+1&[0] and y # Rn+1.
Using positive 1-homogeneity of h, the proof boils down to the case
where x and y are linearly independent unit vectors. In this case, we have
h$(x; y)=lim
t a 0
1
t |Sn ( |( p, x+ty) |&|( p, x) | ) R( p) d_( p)
=lim
t a 0 _|Pt sgn(( p, x) )( p, y) R( p) d_( p)
&
2
t |Nt |( p, x) | R( p) d_( p)+|Nt |( p, y) | R( p) d_( p)& ,
where Pt=[ p # Sn | ( p, x+ty)( p, x)>0] and Nt=Sn&Pt . Now, we
see easily that |( p, x) |t for all p # Nt , so that
}1t |Nt |( p, x) | R( p) d_( p) }maxp # Sn |R( p)| _(Nt).
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We deduce that
lim
t a 0
1
t |Nt |( p, x) | R( p) d_( p)=0
since lim t a 0 _(Nt)=0. Of course, we similarly obtain
lim
t a 0 |Nt |( p, y) | R( p) d_( p)=0.
Thus, as f ( p)=sgn(( p, x) )( p, y) R( p) satisfies
} |Sn f ( p) d_( p)&|Pt f ( p) d_( p) }= } |Nt f ( p) d_( p) }
max
p # Sn
|R( p)| _(Nt),
we finally obtain
h$(x; y)=lim
t a 0 |Pt f ( p) d_( p)=|Sn f ( p) d_( p),
which completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 1. First prove that the directional derivatives
h"( p; x, y)=lim
t a 0
h$( p+ty; x)&h$( p; x)
t
exist and are given by
h"( p; x, y)=
2
&p& |Sp (q, x)(q, y) R(q) d_p (q),
for p # Rn+1&[0] and x, y # Rn+1.
Using positive 1-homogeneity of h, we see easily that the proof boils
down to the case where p # Sn and where x, y belong to an orthonormal
basis of TpSn. Let us choose an orthonormal basis (e1 , ..., en+1) of Rn+1
such that en+1= p and ei=x, ej= y for some i, j # [1, ..., n]. We write qk
for the k th coordinate of q # Rn+1 : qk=(q, ek) . We have
h"( p; ei , ej)=lim
t a 0
1
t |Sn (sgn(( p, q) +tqj)&sgn(( p, q) )) qi R(q) d_(q)
=lim
t a 0
2
t |S(t) F(q) d_(q),
where F(q)=sgn(qj) qiR(q) and S(t)=[q # Sn | ( p, q)(( p, q) +tq j)<0].
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Denote by q$ the vector in Sp with the same direction as the orthogonal
projection of q into p=. Fix =>0. By uniform continuity of q [ qiR(q) on
Sn, there exists $>0 such that 0<t$ implies
|F(q$)&F(q)|=|q$i R(q$)&qiR(q)|= for all q # S(t),
and hence
} |S(t) F(q$) d_(q)&|S(t) F(q) d_(q)|=_(S(t)).
As _(S(t))= arctan(t)? _(S
n), it follows that
h"( p; ei , ej)=lim
t a 0
2
t |S(t) F(q$) d_(q). (4)
Now, we express the coordinates of q in hyperspherical coordinates:
qn+1=cos %1
qn=sin %1 cos %2
b
q2=sin %1 } } } sin %n&1 cos %n
q1=sin %1 } } } sin %n&1 sin %n
where 0%i? for 1in&1 and 0%n2?. The surface area element
d_(q) on Sn becomes
d_(q)=(sin %1)n&1 (sin %2)n&2 } } } (sin %n&1) d%1 } } } d%n
=((sin %1)n&1 d%1) d_p (q$)
where d_p (q$) = (sin %2)n&2 } } } (sin %n&1) d%2 } } } d%n is the element of surface
area at q$ on Sp . As for ( p, q)+tq j=0, we have q=(cos :) q$+(sin :) p
with :=arctan(&tq$j), we obtain from (4):
h"( p; ei , ej)=lim
t a 0
2
t |Sp F(q) ,t (q) d_p (q),
where ,t (q)=arctan(t |q j | )0 (cos :)
n&1 d:.
Now, we can see easily that
0t |q j |&,t ( p)
n+1
2
t3,
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so that
h"( p; ei , ej)=2 |
Sp
F(q) |q j | d_p (q)
=2 |
Sp
q iq j R(q) d_p (q),
that is
h"( p; x, y)=2 |
Sp
(q, x)(q, y)R(q) d_p (q).
Thus, for all p{0, the continuous linear operator
h"( p): Rn+1  Rn+1, x [ h"( p) x=
2
&p& |Sp (q, x) qR(q) d_p (q),
is such that h"( p; x, y)=(h"( p) x, y). As p [ h"( p) is a continuous map
from Rn+1&[0] to the space L(Rn+1) of continuous linear operators
from Rn+1 to itself, it follows that the fonction h is of class C2 on
Rn+1&[0]. K
We have the following corollary of Theorem 1:
Corollary. Let h be as in Theorem 1. Then, the curvature function Rh
of Hh is given by
Rh ( p)=
2n
n! |Sp } } } |Sp D(q1 , ..., qn)
2 R(q1) } } } R(qn) d_p (q1) } } } d_p (qn), (5)
where D(q1 , ..., qn) denotes the n-dimensional volume of the parallelepiped
spanned by q1 , ..., qn . Thus, the function h is the support function of a convex
body of class C 2+ if and only if the right-hand side of (5) is positive for all
p # Sn.
Proof. Let (e1 , ..., en+1) be an orthonormal basis of Rn+1 such that
en+1 = p. We know that the curvature function Rh is given by
Rh ( p)=det(h"( p; e i , ej))ni, j=1
= :
_ # Sn
=(_) h"( p; e_(1) , e1) } } } h"( p; e_(n) , en),
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where Sn is the symmetric group and =(_) the sign of _ # Sn . Hence, for
all { # Sn , we have
({) Rh ( p)==({) det(h"( p; ei , e{( j)))ni, j=1
==({) :
_ # Sn
=(_) h"( p; e_(1) , e{(1)) } } } h"( p; e_(n) , e{(n)).
Now, Theorem 1 yields
h"( p; e_(i) , e{(i))=2 |
Sp
qi, _(i)qi, {(i) d_p (qi),
for i=1, ..., n, where qi, j=(qi , ej)(1 jn). Replacing, we can rewrite ({)
as
Rh ( p)=2n |
Sp
} } } |
Sp
=(_) q1, {(1) } } } qn, {(n) 2q R(q1) } } }
R(qn) d_p (q1) } } } d_p (qn),
where 2q=det(q j, i)ni, j=1=_ # Sn =(_) q1, _(1) } } } qn, _(n) .
Adding equalities ({), we obtain
Rh ( p)=
2n
n! |Sp } } } |Sp D(q1 ,..., qn)
2 R(q1) } } } R(qn) d_p (q1) } } } d_p (qn),
since D(q1 , ..., qn)=|2q |. K
Proof of Theorem 2. Let h be the support function of K. By hypothesis,
h can be represented in the form
h( p)=|
Sn
|( p, q) | R(q) d_(q),
where R is a nonnegative even continuous function on Sn. Therefore, by
Theorem 1 h is of class C2 on Rn+1&[0] and the tangential radii of
curvature of Hh are given by
Rh ( p, x)=2 |
Sp
(q, x) 2 R(q) d_p (q).
By continuity and nonnegativity of R on Sn, it follows that if one of the
tangential radii of curvature of Hh at xh ( p) is zero, then the restriction of
R to Sp is the null function and hence all tangential radii of curvature of
Hh at xh ( p) are zero.
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As the principal radii of curvature of K at p are tangential radii of cur-
vature of Hh at xh ( p), Theorem 2 follows. K
Proof of Proposition 3. Following the definition of the mixed curvature
function for convex bodies (see [9, p. 114]), we obtain the existence of a
symmetric map R: Vn  C(Sn; R), ( f1 , ..., fn) [ R( f1, ..., fn) such that
R(*1h1+ } } } +*mhm)= :
m
i1, ..., in=1
* i1 } } } * in R(hi1 , ..., hin) ,
for all h1 , ..., hm # V and all *1 , ..., *m # R. Next, we check that R is given
by
R( f1, ..., fn)=
1
n!
:
n
k=1
(&1)n+k :
i1< } } } <ik
R( fi1+ } } } +fik) ,
following the reasoning used in [9] to express the mixed volume of
strongly isomorphic polytopes in terms of Minkowski sums [9, p. 272]. K
Proof of Proposition 5 (and thus of Proposition 2). The result is well-
known when f1 , ..., fn are support functions of convex bodies [5].
Using the fact that the Minkowski sum of any hedgehog with a large
enough sphere is the boundary of a convex body, Proposition 5 follows by
n-linearity. K
Proof of Proposition 6. First note that the mixed curvature function
R(1, ..., 1, f ) is the mean radius of curvature of Hf ,
R(1, ..., 1, f )=
1
n
:
n
k=1
Rkf ,
where R1f , ..., R
n
f are the principal radii of curvature of Hf . To see this, it
suffices to compare the coefficients of *n&1 in the following expressions of
the curvature function of Hf +* , where * is a constant,
Rf +*= :
n
k=0
C kn *
kR (1, ..., 1,
k
f, ..., f
n&k
)
,
from Proposition 3, and
Rf +*= ‘
n
k=1
(Rkf +*),
from the fact that the principal radii of curvature of Hf +* are
R1f +*, ..., R
n
f +*.
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Now, the study of Christoffel’s problem given by Firey [1] shows the
existence of a hedgehog Hf whose mean radius of curvature R(1, ..., 1, f ) is
equal to R, which completes the proof. K
Our proof of Proposition 7 requires the following lemma:
Lemma 2. Let Hf be a hedgehog of R3 and let p # S2. If the curvature
function Rf of Hf is positive on the great circle Sp=S2 & p=, then
|
S2
|( p, q) | Rf (q) d_(q)>0.
Proof. By positivity of Rf on Sp , at any point of xf (Sp) the tangential
radii of curvature of Hf are all nonzero. In particular, the hedgehog of p=
whose support function fp is the restriction of f to Sp is nonsingular (in
other words, Hfp is a nonsingular convex curve of p
=). Consequently, its
2-dimensional volume v2 ( fp) is positive. Now, Proposition 2 yields
v2 ( fp)= 12 |
S2
|( p, q) | Rf (q) d_(q),
which completes the proof. K
Proof of Proposition 7. Consider the real smooth function R defined by
R(q)=1&2( p, q) 2 for q # S2,
where p is fixed. This function satisfies obviously conditions (i) and (ii) but
Lemma 2 ensures that it cannot be the curvature function of a hedgehog.
Indeed, R is positive on Sp whereas an elementary computation shows that
|
S2
|( p, q) | R(q) d_(q)=0. K
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